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In proofs of characterization theorems for finite simple groups, there always 
occurs a point where it is necessary to recognize a given group H as being 
isomorphic with one of the known simple groups 6. A common method for 
doing this is to use a presentation of G by means of generators and relations. 
When G is of Lie type, such a presentation was given by Steinberg in terms 
of root elements xT(t) [4], and this was used by the author in his character- 
ization of the symplectic simple groups in odd characteristic, in terms of the 
centralizer of an involution [7]. When G is the orthogonal simple group 
K?(V), the author found that an essentially similar method could be used to 
prove a characterization theorem when dim V 3 11 (and in one case when 
dim V = lo), provided -1 is a square in the scalar field. However, if --I 
is not a square, the construction of the elements of N corresponding to the 
x,(t) is not quite immediate. To handle this case, the author proved a 
preliminary theorem converting Steinberg’s presentation into a more 
convenient one for the situation at hand 181. S ome constructions in this work 
required V to have fairly high dimension, so that the resulting character- 
ization of PQ( V) was proved in general only when dim V > 16 [9]. 
kn this paper we obtain new #presentations for the orthogonal and unitary 
groups and a class of their subgroups, including the groups D(Y), and apply 
them to extend our characterization theorem for K!(V) to cover the range 
dim Y > 9. These presentations are based on the geometry of the q~adra~~~ 
or Hermitian vector space V on which the groups act, rather than their 
structure as groups of Lie type, and are independent of Steinberg’s presen- 
tations. in particular, the generators are taken as certain subgroups which 
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arise naturally from a direct decomposition of V into orthogonal subspaces. 
The main tool is Witt’s Theorem, which is used to obtain certain 
factorizations, such as Lemma 2.A. (The possibility of using such factor- 
izations for obtaining presentations was pointed out to the author by Kok-Wee 
Phan.) 
Since we do not use finiteness of the scalar field, we in fact prove our 
results for the general situation of spaces with Hermitian forms over division 
rings. With some modification, our method works also for symplectic groups, 
since Witt’s Theorem still holds. However, we shall not discuss this case, 
since the finite symplectic simple groups have already been characterized in 
all dimensions [2, 5-71. 
In Section 1 we specify the spaces and groups to which our work applies, 
and obtain some elementary information concerning them. Section 2 gives 
some results on generation of the groups and in particular contains the 
factorizations mentioned above. The main result of the paper, Theorem 3.A, 
giving presentations for the groups, is proved in Section 3. In Section 4 
we apply the result to generalize the presentation given in [8] in the special 
case of the finite groups Q(V), and also give the improved characterization 
Theorem 4.C for the finite orthogonal simple groups K?(V) in odd 
characteristic. 
1. SPACES AND GROUPS 
Throughout the paper we let K denote a division ring with an anti- 
automorphism J, and we consider (left) vector spaces over K, with reflexive 
sesquilinear forms. For convenience we shall exclude alternating forms, 
and we shall also avoid the case of symmetric bilinear forms in characteristic 2. 
Then we may assume [l, pp. 11, 121 that Jz = 1, and that our forms ( , ) 
are Hermit&m, so that 
where V, a’, w are vectors and 01 is a scalar; and further that 
J # 1 if K has characteristic 2. 
We shall also require that our forms be trace-valued, i.e., for every vector v, 
(0, 4 = P + PJ, 
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for some scalar ,8. This is a restriction only when R is no~commntative of 
characteristic 2 [l, p. 191. If A is the matrix of a form ( s ) with respect to 
some basis, then ( s ) is trace-valued if and only if 
A =B+B”, 
for some matrix 3, where B* is obtained by transposing B and transforming 
its entries by J. We call such a matrix A a Nermitian matrix. 
We now define a Hermitian space to be a finite-dimensional vector space 
over .KP with a trace-valued Hermitian form. he basic facts about such 
spaces may be found in Chapter I of Dieudonne’s book [l]. We deviate 
slightly from Dieudonne’s terminology [l) p. 131 by calling any vector v 
isotropz? if (u, n) = 0, and calling a Hermitian space V isotr@c if it contains 
a nonzero isotropic vector. If the Hermitian form on V is nondegenerate, 
we also call V nondegenerate (in Dieudonne’s terminology, V would be called 
~~~sQ~~~~~c, but we give this word the stricter meaning of “not isotropic”), 
We denote the index of V by ind I/. 
If x: V -+ W is a Iinear transformation, we shall write x on the right of 
vectors on which it acts, so that zix is the image of TJ under x; and if y is a 
linear transformation on IV, then xy is the linear transformation obtained by 
following x with y. If V and W are Hermitian spaces, we say x is an ~so~e~~y 
if it is injective and it respects the Hermitian forms, i.e., 
(vx, v’x) = (v, v’) 
for all U, ZJ’ in &/: Two Hermitian spaces are isometrwic f there exists a bijective 
isometry between them. 
LEMMA 1.A. If V is a nondegenerate He~rn~t~a~ space alad ind V 2 IS, 
&en every n-dimensional Hermitian space is isometric with a subspace of V. 
Proof- Choose a totally isotropic subspace W of dimension a2 in V, with 
orthogonal complement W”, and choose a subspace X complementary to 
in V. Then X is naturally isomorphic to the dual space of W. Bgr choosing 
dual bases, we see that the form on X @ W can be taken to have matrix of 
the form [T A]? where B is an n x n Hermitian matrix, and 1 is the n x n 
identity matrix. If A is any n x n Hermitian matrix, then A - is Hermitian, 
so that A - 23 = C + C*, for some matrix C. Then 
so that X @ W has a subspace on which the form has matrix A with respect 
to a suitable basis. This proves the lemma. 
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The particular case n = 1 of Lemma 1 .A shows that if V is nondegenerate 
and isotropic, then every l-dimensional Hermitian space is isometric with 
a subspace of V. It is useful also to consider Hermitian spaces V with a 
slightly weaker property. We call V universal if every l-dimensional aniso- 
tropic Hermitian space is isometric with a subspace of V. This is equivalent 
with the property that, for every scalar /3, there is a vector u such that (v, v) = 
/3 + flJ. (If K is finite, it follows easily from the classification of Hermitian 
forms [l, p. 161 that a nondegenerate Hermitian space V is universal if and 
only if dim V 3 1 when J # 1 (unitary case), dim V > 2 when J = 1 
(orthogonal case).) 
We occasionally use the fact that (v, v) is almost always a nonconstant 
function on the nonzero vectors ZI of V. 
LEMMA l.B. Suppose V is a nondegenerate Hermitian space, dim V > 1. 
If 1 K / < 4, suppose dim V > 2. Then there exist nonzero vectors v, w of V 
such that (v, v) f (w, w). 
Proof. Choose an anisotropic vector v of V, and set p = (v, v). If 01 is 
a nonzero scalar such that $%xJ # is, we may choose w = MY, since (MJ, av) = 
a(z), v) d = c&x”. Th us we may assume that $?u” = 6 for all nonzero 01 in K. 
If a is distinct from 0 and 1, then (1 - a) /3(1 - aJ) = c&xJ, so that 
This shows that, if N and I are the kernel and image of the additive endo- 
morphism 01+ @ + /3o? of K, then either N = (0) and 1 = (0, /3,2/9, or 
N = (0, l> and 1 = (0, p>. Thus 1 K 1 = 1 N / j I j < 4. By hypothesis, 
dim V > 2. 
If j K / = 4, then V is isotropic and w can be chosen to be any nonzero 
isotropic vector. If 1 K I = 3, then J = 1, V is universal, and w can be 
chosen so that (w, zu) = 2p. This proves the lemma. 
If V is a nondegenerate Hermitian space, we write U(V) for the group of 
isometries of V on itself (unitary or orthogonal group). If Wis a nondegenerate 
subspace of V, so that V = W @ WJ-, we identify U(W) with the subgroup 
of U(Y) of transformations fixing the vectors of WL. The groups which will 
be of greatest interest to us are U(V) and certain of its normal subgroups, 
which we may define in a uniform manner as follows. 
We assume that we have a group D, and for every nondegenerate Hermitian 
space V over K we have a homomorphism 
A,, : U(V) 3 D, 
satisfying two conditions. 
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(i) If FV is a nondegenerate subspace of V, then. 
A, 1 U(W) = A, e 
(ii) If Y is universal, then X- is surjective. 
Our principle object of study will be the kernel of Xy ) a normal subgroup of 
U(V) which we denote by G(V). 
Since we can form a Hermitian space which is the orthogonal direct sum 
of two universal nondegenerate subspaces IV, X, it follows easily from 
(i), (ii) and the fact that U(W) centralizes U(X), that D must be Abelian. 
Hence G(V) always contains the commutator subgroup of U(V). 
Apart from the trivial case D = 1, G(V) = U(V), we mention two 
important examples. 
(a) Suppose K is commutative, D = (E E K 1 O& = I>, and 
X,(x) = det x, 
tbe determinant of x. Then G(V) is the special unitary or special orthogonal 
group of V. 
(b) Suppose J = 1 (orthogonal case), 
D = j&-l} x K*/(K”)2, 
where K* is the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of K, an 
its group of squares. Let 
4.4) = (det x, 6(4>, 
where O(xj is the spinorial norm of x [I, p. 541. Then G(V) is the commutator 
subgroup 92(V) of the orthogonal group U(V), at least when V is isotropic. 
The next result follows immediately from the conditions (i), (ii). 
LEMMA 1-C. If W is a nondegenerate subspace of V, theB 
G(W) = U(W) n G(V). 
If in ~d~tio~ W is universal, then 
V(V) = U(W) G(V) = G(V) U(W). 
We shall use repeatedly the following result on extension of isometries. 
~EMiVh .D. Let V be a nondegenerate ~~~it~a~ space, with a decom- 
position 
v= wgx 
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into orthogonal subspaces W, X, where W is universal. ,%ppose Y is a subspace 
of V and h an isometry of Y into V. Then there exists an element g of G(V) 
such that 
(81 Y)nx =h, 
where rx is the orthogonal projection of V on X. 
Proof. There exists an element k of U(V) such that K ] Y = h, by Witt’s 
Theorem [l, p. 211. Using Lemma l.C, we express k = gm, where g E G(V), 
m E U(W). Since 7~~ = mn, , 
This proves the lemma. 
We note two particular cases of Lemma l.D. 
(i) If Yh C W, then there exists g in G(V) such that Yg Z W. 
(ii) If Yh C X, then there exists g in G(V) such that g 1 Y = h. 
2. GENERATORS 
In this section we prove some results concerning the generation of G(V) 
by subgroups G(W), f or certain nondegenerate subspaces W of V. In 
particular we obtain some factorizations which will be used in the next 
section. 
Notation. From now on, 
will mean that V is a nondegenerate Hermitian space which is the direct sum 
of subspaces V, , V, ,..., V, which are orthogonal to each other, and the 
subgroup G(V, @ Vj @ ...) of G(V) will be denoted Gii... . 
LEMMA 2.A. Suppose V = V, @ V, @ V, , where ind VI > dim V, . 
Then 
Proof. We may assume that dim V, > 1. Then VI is isotropic, in 
particular universal, by Lemma l.A. Suppose g E G(V), and let W be the 
orthogonal projection of V,g on VI @ V, . By Lemmas l.A and l.D, G,, 
contains an element h such that Wh C V, , so that V,gh C VI 0 V, . By 
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Lemma ID, 6,s contains an element k such that ghk fixes every vector of 
V,. Then 
ghkEG(V)n U(V,@ V,) = GlS’13.. 
by Lemma l.C, so that g = (ghk) k-lb-l E G13 
lemma. 
An easy induction now shows that, if V = VI 8 V2 @ V3 and VI is 
isotropic, then G,, and Gra generate G(V). We prove a slightly stronger 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2.B. Suppose V = VI @ V, @ VE, where VI is miversal. 
Suppose aEso that at least one of the following colzditions is satisfied. 
(a) V, is isotropic. 
(b) IKl > 4. 
(c) dim Iv, + dim V, > 3. 
(d) j K j = 3, and V, @ V, has discriminant - 8. 
Then G(V) is generated by G12 and G13 . 
PYOO$ We may assume that dim V, 3 dim V2 > 1, and proceed by 
induction on dim V, . 
First suppose dim V, = 1. If VI is isotropic, the result is given by 
2.A., so we may assume one of the conditions (b), (c), (d) hoids. Let H be the 
subgroup of G(V) generated by G,, and Gi3, and consider an element g of 
G(V). We make two remarks. 
(i) If the orthogonal projection of V,g on V, @ Va is anisotropic, 
the argument of Lemma 2.A applies to show that g E 66. 
(ii) If the orthogonal projection of V,g on VI @ Vz is anisotropic, 
then use of Lemma l.D as in the proof of Le th 
of Gra such that Tr,gh 2 VI @ V, . By remark 
We may thus assume that the projections of Vzg on VI @ Va and V1 @ Va 
are both isotropic. Choose a nonzero vector v in 1v,g, set /3 = (v, v), and 
write 
v = 01 + vz + v3 , 
where vi E Vi (; = 1, 2, 3). Since v, + vs and vr + n3 are isotropic, 
4% , %) = (% 7 4 = (213 , v3) = P. 
In particular, if / K j = 3 and dim V, = 1, then V, @ V, must have 
discriminant p” = 1, Thus we are reduced to the case where 1 K j > 
dim v3 3 2. 
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By Lemma l.B, Vs contains a nonzero vector ws such that (wa , ws) # 
zi3 , ~a). Since Vr is universal, there exists an element w, of V, such that 
w, , wr) = -(ws , ws), so that wr + ws is isotropic. By Lemma l.D, there 
exists an element K of Gis such that 
(% + v3)k =y1 + w3 9 
where y1 E V, . Since y1 + w3 is isotropic, (yi , yr) = -(w3, ws) # -/3. 
Now the projection of Vsgk on Vi @ V, contains yr + ~1~ , and 
(Yl + v2 PYlt- a2> = (Yl ,Yl> + (7J2, v2) f 0. 
By remark (ii), gk E H, and so g E H. This proves the result in the case 
dim V, = 1. 
Suppose now that dim V2 > 2, so that dim V, > 2 also. Since Hermitian 
spaces have orthogonal bases [l, p. 151, we may write 
where dim V, = 1. By what we have just proved, G(V) is generated by 
Gm and G153. By induction, Grs3 is generated by Gi5 and Gr3. Since 
65 G Gm, = '712 3 G(V) is generated by Gr2 and Gr3. This proves the 
proposition. 
Remark. If V, is universal but none of the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) 
of Proposition 2.B is satisfied, then in fact G(V) is not generated by G12 and 
Gr3 . On the other hand, the conclusion of Proposition 2.B can sometimes hold 
even when Vr is not universal. For example, suppose K is finite, 1 K / > 3, 
J=1,andV=Y1@V2@V,,wheredimV,=1,dimV2~2,dimVa=2, 
and has square discriminant. We may express 
where V4 and V, are both isometric with V, . Since Vs and V2 are universal, 
G(V) is generated by Gr3 and G23 , and G23 is generated by G24 and G25, 
by Proposition 2.B. By Lemma l.D, G3 contains elements g, h, such that 
V,g = V,h = VI. Then G24 = gGr,g-l, G25 = hG,,h-l. Hence G(V) is 
generated by G,, and Gr3. 
There are many ways of extending Proposition 2.B to situations in which V 
is decomposed as a direct sum of more than three subspaces. We shall give 
a rather general extension, using the language of graphs. A special case of 
this extension will be used in Section 4. 
A graph on a finite set d is a set 99 of 2-element subsets of d (called the 
edges of g). A B-component of A is a proper nonempty subset @ of A such that 
every edge of 9 is contained in @ or is disjoint from di. If no 8-component 
exists, ~!9 is said to be connected. Then the g-distance between two elements 
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i, j of Lii is defined to be the least number m such that there exist edges 
El ,~..) ETn of 9 such that i E Er , j E E, , and Ei n E$+l is nonempty, for 
i = l,..., m - 1. 
The following result will be used in Section 4, in the case that B consists 
of all 2-element subsets containing a fixed element of 6. 
PROPOSITION 2.C. Suppose 3 is a connected graph on the set A = 
(I, 2,..., n], n > 3, and suppose that {I, 2) and (1, 3) aye edges of 9. Suppose 
v= V,@V,@...@V,, where every Vi is nonzero, apZd Vi is ureiversal 
whenever i belongs to more than one edge of 59, and suppose that at least one of 
the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of L emma 2.B holds. Then G( V> is genevated by 
the subgroups Gij , where {i, j} ranges over the edges of ‘3 
Pro$ We use induction on n, the result holding when n = 3, by 
Proposition 2%. Assume n > 3. If necessary relabelling the elements of d, we 
can assume n is an element of d whose 9-distance from 1 is maximal. There 
exists an edge {k, n), since 9 is connected, and k belongs to at least one 
other edge, since otherwise its g-distance from 1 would exceed that of n. 
ence Vk is universal. Let W be the subspace generated by all the Vi with i 
stinct from k and 8. Since all Vi are nonzero and n > 3, 
dimW+dimV, 23. 
y Proposition 2.%, G(V) is generated by G,, and G112...+-i D 
If all edges of 9 containing n are removed, we obtain a graph X on 
22 = {l, 2,..., n - 11. This graph is connected, for if @ were an Z-component 
of 2” not containing 1, then the Y-distance of any element of @ from I would 
exceed that of n. By induction, G12...n--1 is generated by the subgroups Gij , 
where (i,j) ranges over Z, and so G(V) is generated by these subgroups, 
together with G,, , This proves the proposition. 
To obtain our main result in as sharp a form. as possible, we need a more 
complicated and technical factorization than that given in Lemma 2.8. If 
v= V~@V~/z...@V,, and w E Vi @ Vj I we write 
Gij(w) = {g E Gij 1 wg = w), 
the stabilizer of w in Gij . A plane is a 2-dimensional ermitian space, and 
is called hyperbolic if it is nondegenerate and isotropic. 
LEMMA 2-D. Suppose V = VI 0 V, @ V, , where VI is waiversal, 
dim V, = 2, and at least one of the following conditions is sat~s~e~ 
(a) VI is isotropic, 
(b) I K I > 4, 
(c) dim V, > 2. 
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Let v E V, w E V, , and suppose the subspace spanned by v and w is not a totally 
isotropic plane. Then there exists an element g in G,,G,,(w) G13 such that 
vg E v, @ v, . 
Proof. By Lemma l.D, it suffices to find an element h of G,,G,,(w) such 
that the orthogonal projection of vh on VI @ V, spans a subspace which is 
isometric with a subspace of VI . This holds (with h = 1) if V, is isotropic, 
by Lemma l.A. Thus we may assume that one of the conditions (b), (c) 
holds, and, since V, is universal, we need to find an element 62 of G13G12(w) 
such that vh does not project on a nonzero isotropic vector of VI @ V, . 
Let vu2 be the orthogonal projection of v on V, . We may assume that 
v - va is a nonzero isotropic vector. 
Case 1. Suppose w is not a nonzero isotropic vector. Let W be the sub- 
space spanned by w, X its orthogonal complement in V, , so that V, = 
W @ X. Then va = olw + x, for some a E K, x E X. By Lemma l.B, there 
exists a nonzero element vs of V, such that (vs , va) # (x, x). Since V, is 
universal, V, @ V, contains an isotropic vector whose projection on Vs is vs. 
By Lemma l.D, Gra contains an element k such that 
(v - %)k = v1+ v3 , 
where vr E: VI . Since (cur , vr) = -(v3 , vs) # -(x, x), vII + x is anisotropic. 
Choose an element y of X (possibly 0) such that (y, y) # (x, x). Since VI 
is universal, VI @ X contains an element z whose projection on X is y, 
such that (x, z) = (vr + x, z1r + x). By Lemma l.D, there exists an element 
m of G( V, @ X) = G,,(w) such that 
where ur E VI . Since (y, y) # (x, x), it follows that (ur , ur) # (zlr , vr) = 
-(vs , v3), so that the projection ur + vs of vkm on VI @ V, is anisotropic, 
as required. 
Case 2. Suppose w is a nonzero isotropic vector. Let v3 be an anisotropic 
vector in V, . As in Case 1, Gr3 contains an element k such that 
(v - v,)k = vo1 + ~3 , 
where vr E VI . Then vk and w span a plane, which is not totally isotropic 
since it is the image under k of the subspace spanned by v and w. 
If (vz 7 w) = 0, then v2 is a scalar multiple of w, since dim V, = 2, and so 
v2 is isotropic. Then vk = va + (vr + va) is isotropic and orthogonal to w, 
so that the subspace spanned by vk and w is totally isotropic, a contradiction. 
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Thus (vs , w) f 0, so that v1 + vs and w span a hyperbolic plane. Also, Vz 
is a hyperbolic plane. By Lemma l.D, 6,s contains an element m such that 
wm = w, (VI $ v,)m E vz ~ 
Then BZ E GIz(w), and vkm = (vl + v&z + va has anisotropic projection 
va on VI @ Va ) as required. This proves the lemma. 
LEMiVrA 2.E. Suppose V = VI 0 V2 @ V, , where VI , V2 , V3 sati$y 
the hypotheses of Lemma 2.D. Let 0, w E V, ) and stipfose g is m elemmt of 
G(V) swh ihat the subspace spanned by vg and w is slot a tota& isotropic plane. 
Then 
g E G&d4 G,G,(4 Gd%Q%(w) f&z . 
Proof. First suppose that v # 0, and choose a vector v’ so that (v, 7;‘) 
is a basis of Vz . By Lemma 2.D, there exists an element g, of ~~~~~~(w) is,, 
such that vgg, E V, @ V, . By Lemma 1 .D, there exists an element g, of G,, 
such that vgg,g, = v. The subspace spanned by v and v’gg,g, is isometric 
to Vs , and so is not a totally isotropic plane. By Lemma 2.D, there exists an 
element g, of G&G,,(v) G,, such that v’ggrgsg, E VI @ V, . Note that 
vgg,g,g, = vga = v. By Lemma ID, there exists an element g, of GIz 
such that 
%m?zg,g4 = vi?4 = 10, v'gg,g2g3g* = 8'. 
hen g, E G,,(v), and gg,g,g,g, E G,, . This proves the assertion when 
v # 8. 
If v = 0, choose an ankotropic vector u of V, . Then the resuh is true with 
u in place of v, as we have just proved. Since GIa(v) = GI, 2 G,,(U), the 
result holds also for v. This proves the lemma. 
We remark that, if the condition on v, w, and g in Lemma 2.E is not 
satisfied, and vg has projection x on V, , then v and w are nonzero isotropic 
vectors, (x, w) = (vg, w) = 0, and so x is a scalar multiple of w, since 
dim V, = 2. En particular, x is isotropic. Thus the condition of Lemma 2.E 
is satisfied if v or w is not a nonzero isotropic vector, or if the projection of vg 
on V, is anisotropic, or if this projection is not orthogonal to W. 
3. RELATIONS 
For convenience we define the notion of a presentation of a grolnp G in a 
slightly different way from usual. Suppose that we have subgroups Si of G, 
with (set-theoretic) union S, and suppose that certain relations 
.&(x1 , x2 )...) = R,‘(atl ) x2 ?“..) 
‘@1/32/3-7 
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hold for certain elements or subgroups xk of G contained in S, where the 
Rj , Rj’ are formed by group-theoretic constructions, such as the formation 
of products, commutators, etc. We consider maps 
f: S --+ H, 
where H is a group, the restriction off to each Si is a homomorphism, and 
all the relations 
hold in H. If, for every group H, every such map f has a unique extension 
to a homomorphism G + H, then we say that the subgroups Si and the 
relations Rj = Rj’ form a presentation of G. 
In Proposition 2.B we have found that G(V) is generated by subgroups 
connected naturally with a decomposition V = Vi 0 V, @ Va . To complete 
a presentation of G(V), we shall use a relation which arises naturally when 
Vi is decomposed into a direct sum. 
THEOREM 3.A. Suppose V = V,, @ V, @ V, @ V, , where VO is isotropic, 
VI is universal, and at least one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) VI is isotropic, 
(b) I Kl > 4, 
(c) dim VO 3 4, OY dim Va > 2, 
(d) 1 K 1 = 3, dim V, = 3, and V, , V, have the same discriminants. 
Then the subgroups GOlz , GoI and the relation 
form a presentation of G(V). 
Proof. Clearly the relation [GOB , Gia] = 1 does hold in G(V). Let H be 
a group, and 
f: GOI, ” Go13 - H 
a map whose restrictions to G,,iz and G,,r3 are homomorphisms, such that 
Cf (Go& f (WI = 1. 
We need to show that f can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism 
G(V) + H. We may assume V, and V, are nonzero. The proof is by induction 
on dim V, , and will be given in a number of steps. 
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(i) We may assume that dim V, = 2. For, if not, we choose a hyper- 
bolic plane V,,’ in VO and write VO = Vi @ IV. Then s/, @ V1 = VO @ VI/I’? 
where V,’ = VI @ W. Since VI is universal and W is nonzero, Vi’ is 
isotropic. Write Gb, , GG3 , 6,’ for G(V,’ @ Vz), G(V,’ @ Va), G(Vl’)2 
respectively. The conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of the theorem imply the 
corresponding conditions of Proposition 23, with Win place of V, _ ence 
G;a is generated by G,’ and Gra . Since f is a homomorphism on GOr3 , and 
G;a C GOr3 , J(G$) is generated by f(Gr’) and f(GJ. 
Since f is a homomorphism on GOlB and [G& s G1’] = I, we see that 
[~~~~~),~(~~‘~I = 1. Also, 
Thus, [f(G&),f(G;,)] = 1, and we may replace VC, VI by V,‘, Vi’; 
respectively, to obtain the assertion (i). 
Now assume dim Vz = 1, for steps (ii), (iii), (iv), (v). 
(ii) If al , az E Go, , b E Gm , then there exist a E GO, f b, , b, E G,,, , 
such that 
a,ba, = blab, ) 
f(4f(b)f(4 =f(bdf(4fW 
For, let ~1~ be a generator of V, , and let the projections of u2a1 , v2a,‘, v,a,b 
on V, be V, w, X, respectively. We check easily that x is also the projection. 
of vb on V, . We have a number of cases. 
Case 1. S uppose v or w is not a nonzero isotropic vector, or x is 
anisotropic, or x is not orthogonal to w. Since vZal is fixed by G&zI), z+ is 
fixed by a,G,,(v) a;r, so that a,G,,,(v) a;’ C G,&vJ = G,, . EIence 
and, similarly, GOP(w) a2 C azGol . 
If c E Gr3 , then a,c = ca, and f (al) f (c) = f(c)f(a,), since [GO* , 
and [f(G,,J, f(Gra)] = 1. If d E GOI( then aid = d’a, , for some d’ E GO1 9 
and S(ai)i(d) = f(d’)f(a,), since f is a homomorphism on GOI . Since J” 
is a homomorphism on GO1a , it follows easily that, if 
then 
algl = gl al p f (df(g3 = Ski’) f(4 
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for some g,’ E GoI3 . Similarly, if g, E G1sGol(w) Gra , then 
g2a2 = a2g2’, f(g2)f(a2) = f(a2)fkA 
for some g,’ E GoI . 
By Lemma 2.E, with V,, in place of V, , 
where g, , g, are as above, and h E G,, . Since f is a homomorphism on G,,rs , 
f(4 = fkl).m fk2)* 
Choose gl’, g2’ E Gara as in the last paragraph. By Lemma 2.A, with V,, and 
VI in place of V, and Va , 
alha, = h,ah, , 
where h, , h, E Go, , a E Go, . Since f is a homomorphism on GoIs, 
f(4 f(h) f(a2> = f&).W f(hd 
We now have 
ada2 = wlhg2a2 = gl’Ga2g2’ = gl’hlah2g2’, 
and, similarly, 
m> fvJ> f(a2) = fkl’) f(hl) f(a) f(hz> fk2’). 
Since f is a homomorphism on Gsrs, 
f&l’) f(4) = fkl’h,), f(hd f&2’) = f@,g,‘). 
Setting 6, = g,‘h, , b, = h,g,‘, we have the assertion in this case. 
Case 2. Suppose v and w are nonzero isotropic vectors, x is isotropic, 
and x is orthogonal to w. Since V, is universal, there exists u E V, such that 
(u, u) = (v2, v2). By Lemma l.D, G,,, contains an element a, such that 
zq, = v2 . Then 
( v2a0, v2> = (v2ao 7 uao) = (v2 2 4 = 0, 
so that v2a,, E V, , the orthogonal complement of V, in V, @ V, . We have 
two subcases. 
Case 2(a). Suppose x # 0. Since dim V, = 2, w lies in the subspace 
spanned by x. We have 
-1 
v2a2 = w + am2 ) 
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where a is a nonzero scalar, since vZ is anisotropic. This vector is orthogon 
to ua;r, which is also anisotropic. The orthogonal cosnplement -n V0 @ Ii, 
of the subspace spanned by w and w + avZ is the subspace spanned by the 
isotropic vector W. Hence w is not orthogonal to z&. Since 24 = v+r;r, 
and w is in the subspace spanned by X, we see that x is no 
projection of z;e(azao)-l on V, . By Case 1, there exist aa E 
such that 
Since v,a, is an anisotropic vector of V, , we see by Case 1 that there exist 
ek E Go2 s b, , b, E Golz, such that 
Xow set b, = b,b, . Since f is a homomorphism on GOQ and on Gar3 ) 
Now we calculate easily that 
as required. 
Case 2(b). Suppose x = 0. Since v+q, is an anisotropic vector of 
V. ) there exist a3 E G,, , b, , b, E Go1a 9 such that 
Since vZ is anisotropic and v is isotropic, 
%a, = 21 + oI~2 , 
where o(. is a nonzero scalar, and 01v2 is the projection of v,a,la on VZ . Since 
x = 0 and vza;’ = U, the projection of vuaalba;’ on V0 is the anisotropic 
vector 0lu. Now, 
v,a,ba,l = v,b,Gb, = v2a3b, , 
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By Case 1, there exist a E GO, , b, , b, E Goi , such that 
u,b,u,a, = b,ub, , 
f 64 f(b4) fkw4 = fW f(4 f&J* 
Set b, = b,b, . Since f is a homomorphism on GO, and on G,,rs , 
fk4 = f(G?“, f(w,>, f(bJ = f(bs> f(bJ. 
Now we calculate easily that 
u,bu, = blab, , 
f(4 f(b) .I%) = fW f(4 f&h 
as required. This completes step (ii). 
(iii) If 
b,u,b,u,b, . . . unbn = 1, 
where a, ,..., a, E GO, , b, , 6, ,..., b, E GO1s , then 
f&J .@I) f(h) f&J fW ... f&J f&J = 1. 
This is proved by induction on n. If n = 1, then b, , b, and a, = b;lb;’ all 
lie in G,,is , and the result is clear, since f is a homomorphism on Gsrs . If 
n 3 2, then by step (ii) there exist a E GO, , b, b’ E GO1s , such that 
u,b,a, = bub’, 
f@d f(bdf(4 = f(b)f(4f(O 
Since (b,b) u(b’b,) ... u,b, = 1, it follows by induction that 
f(bo@fWfWJ ..*f(4f(bn> = 1. 
Since f is a homomorphism on G,,is , 
f@d) = f(h) f(b), fW4 = f(b’)fW- 
An easy calculation gives the desired result. 
(iv) By Proposition 2.B, GO, and G,,is generate G(V). Define a map 
jr : G( I’) + H as follows. If g E G(V), express 
g = urb,a,b, .** anbn , 
where a, ,..., a* E GO, , b, ,..., b, E G,,rs , and set 
f,(g) = f(adf(bl)f(4f(b2) -* fbJf&)- 
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Then fi is well-defined. For, suppose 
4 *.- anb, = al’bl’ as- amrbm’s 
where aI’ ,..., a,’ E G,,, , b,‘,..., b,’ E GoI . hen 
&la--$ ~. b;la;la,‘b,’ --* am’bm’ = 1. 
y step (iii), 
Since f is a homomorphism on GO, and GOIs, 
f(ai’) = f(aJl, f(b,‘) = j&j-‘, 
f(a?+‘) = fW1f(~l’)~ 
for i = I,..., n. An easy calculation shows 
f(adf(bd *~~f(a,)fW =f(al’)f(bl’) .~-f(a~‘)f(b~‘)~ 
(v) Obviously the map fi is the unique extension of f to a homo- 
morphism G(V) -+ H. This completes the proof of the theorem in the case 
dim V, = I. 
(vi) Assume dim V, > 1, and write 
where dim V, = 1. Let h be the restriction off to GOI u GOI . By induction, 
h has a unique extension to a homomorphism 
h, : Gola4 --j H. 
Since GOI fi GOIs = GOI, , on which h, agrees with fY we now have an 
extension off to a map 
which is a homomorphism on G,,,s and on GOIs . TP7e may write GOIs as 145 * 
By Proposition LB, G,, is generated by G,, and G,, , so that k(G& is 
generated by k(G,,) and k(G,,), since k is a homomorphism on GIa4 . Since 
[GO5 ) G14] = 1, and k is a homomorphism on GOI45 ) [k(G& k(G,,)] = 1, 
Also, 
Hence, [k(G& k(G&] = 1, and the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied, 
with VI @ V, , V, , k in place of V, , V, , f, respectively. Since dim V5 = i, 
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it follows from step (v) that K has a unique extension to a homomorphism 
G(V) ---f H. This is the unique extension off to a homomorphism. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
The conclusion of the theorem may also be regarded as the assertion that 
G(V) is isomorphic with the generalized free product of G,,,s , G,,ra , and 
Go, x Gs 7 with the obvious amalgamations. 
We remark that a somewhat weaker theorem can be obtained by replacing 
the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) by the single condition 
ind(V’ @ V,) 3 3. 
(In fact, it is easily seen that this implies that V, is isotropic or dim V,, 3 4.) 
Under this condition, the proof of the theorem becomes much simpler at 
step (ii), for then ind V, > 2 = dim V, , so that Lemma 2.A gives the 
factorization 
which can be used in place of the more complicated result (Lemma 2.E). 
4. APPLICATION 
The following situation arises in proofs of some characterization theorems 
for finite classical simple groups. Let 
where V, ,..., V, are all isometric (and nonzero), and, for each i = l,..., n, 
choose a fixed isometry 
If o is an element of the symmetric group S, on {l,..., n], we can define an 
element c’ of U(V) to be the linear transformation such that 
u --+ 24, vxi -+ m~u ) 
for all u E 7, , ZI E V, , i = I,..., n. 
The map o + cr’ is an injective homomorphism of S, into U(V). We 
identify o with u’, so that S, becomes a.subgroup of U(V), and set 
T, = S, n G(V). 
Since U(V)/G(V) is Abelian, T, contains the commutator subgroup of S, , 
which is the alternating group A, . We say that we have Case S or Case A, 
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according as T, = S,orT,=A,.Ifo~T,an$ = (i, j,...> C (0, I,..., n,> 
we write GB for G+.. , and Ba for {iu, jc,...}, where 00 is defined to be 0. Then 
((&Jo = GB, 3 
where the notation ab means b-lab, whenever a is an element or subgroup of 
a group and b an element of that group. In particular, if u fixes the elements 
of B then in fact cs centralizes GB . 
We are concerned with finding conditions under which a homomorphkm 
of the group GOl...n--l into another group can be extended to the whole group 
G(V). We shall write T,-, for Tn n GOl...n-l ) the subgroup of T, fixing 
the letter n. 
PROPQSITION 4.A. Suppose that V = V, @ VI @ ... @ V, and T, aye 
as above, a& that n > 4 in Case S, n 3 5 in Case _$. suppose that H7 L are 
groups, and 
f: GOl...nel - EC 
h:L-t Tn’,, h:L+H 
me ham~mo~ph~sms, such that 
(i) h is surjective, 
(ii) for every u E T,-, , there exists ati element u of L such that h(u) = u 
and h(u) = j(5), 
(iii) f (GB)h(u) = j(G,,(,,), whenever u EL, v Bh(u) c (0, I,..., n - I>, 
and 1 B 1 > 2. 
Suppose further that V, and V, @ ... @ Vne3 are universal, and that at 
least oae of the following conditions holds. 
(a) V. and VI @ ... @ VnP3 are both isotropic. 
(b) ! R 1 > 4. 
(12) dim a/, 2 3. 
(d) dim V, 3 2. 
Then f can be extended to a homomorphism g: G(V) --t 
(x) for every D E T, , there exists an element u of L szkciz that h(u) = ‘J 
and h(u) = g(a). 
Pmofe Denote by 9 the set of all subsets B of (0, I,..., nj such that 
/ B / > 2 and B p (1,2,..., n.1. For such B we define a subgroup HE of H as 
follows. y (i) we can choose a subset C of (0, I,..., n - I) and an element 
t of L such that B = C%(t), and then we set 
HB = j(GC)h(t). 
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Using (iii), we see easily (as in [S, Lemma 41) that HB is well-defined, and 
that 
WB) b(u) = f&,(u) , 
for all B E Y, u EL. 
If B E 9 and 0 E B, then the subset C of (0, l,..., n - l> chosen above 
also contains 0, and then Proposition 2.C shows that Gc is generated by 
the subgroups Goi , where i ranges over C- (0). Applying f and conjugating 
by h(t), we see that HB is generated by the subgroups Hoj , where j ranges 
over B - (0). 
If B, D E 9, 0 E B, B and D are disjoint, and we do not have the case that 
/ B 1 = 2 and B u D = (0, I,..., n>, then [HB , HD] = 1. For, the above 
remark shows that we may assume that j B 1 = 2, and then B u D E Y, 
by our assumption. We can choose subsets C, E of (0, l,..., n - l} and an 
element t of L, such that B = CA(t), D = EA(t). Then C and E are disjoint, 
so that [Gc , GE] = 1. Applying f and conjugating by h(t), we see that 
I%,H,l = 1. 
We now set 
and assert that there exists an element x of L such that h(x) = Q-, and 
j(X’) = j(X)h@) (*) 
for all x E GOl...+s . To show this in Case S, we write u = (1, 2) and use (ii) 
to choose an element z1 of L such that X(u) = u, h(u) = f (cr) E~(G~~) = HI2 . 
By (i), we can choose t in L such that Ix(t) = n - 1, 2X(t) = n, so that 
+) = 7. If x = ut, then h(z) = 7, and h(z) E (HJnct) = Hnel,% . Then T 
centralizes GOl...n--2 and h(z) centralizes f (G,,r...,-a) = HOl...n--2 , so that we 
have the assertion in this case. In Case A, we write cr = (n - 3, n - 2, n - l), 
p = (n - 4, n - 3, n), so that CT~ = 7. By the argument we have just used 
in Case S, we find elements u, t of L such that 
X(u) = u, 44 = f(u) E Hn--3,n-m--1 9 
h(t) = pL, W E fL-4,w.n - 
If z = ut, then h(z) = 7, and h(z) f Hn--B,n-l,n . Since T centralizes GOl..+a 
and h(z) centralizes f (G,,1...n--3) = H,,l...n--3 , we have the Eq. (*) for 
elements x of Gol...+s . If x E G0,,-z , then 
s-4 h(u) = j(x)f'"' = j(X3. 
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Conjugating by h(t), which centralizes both J(Go,n-2) = HO,+a and 
f((Go,&‘) = Ho,n-l , we see that 
Since UT-i = (7~ - 3, n, n - 1) centralizes GO,n-2 ) x0 = x7, so that the 
Eq. (*) again holds. By Proposition 2.B, G,,i...+a is generated by GOOl...+a an 
G&n-2 > and so we have the assertion in Case A. 
Using the elements 7, z, we now define a map 
by setting 
k: GO1...n--l u G01...n--2,n - H, 
if x E GO1...n--l , 
if X E GOl..~n--2,11 . 
We note that if x E G,,l...n-Z,n, then x7 E G,,i...,_i , so that f(~) is defined. 
Also, if x lies in the intersection 
GOl...nml n G,,1...n--2,n = C&-n-t i 
the two definitions of k(x) agree, by the property (*) of the element x. Thus R 
is a well-defined map, which is clearly a homomorphism on GO1~..n--l and on 
Gm...n--B,n . 
If B C (0, I, . . . . E - l}, / 43 1 3 2, then k(G,) = J(GB) = Pr, . If 
2 (0, l,..., n - 2, n), / B 1 >, 2, then f((GB)7) = f (G&j = HB, . Conju- 
gating by h(x-l), we find that again k(GB) = HB , In particular, 
[k(G&, k(G+,J = F&n > -%..n-rl = 1. 
We can now apply Theorem 3.A with V, @ Vi ) TJ, @ ... @ V,-, ) V% ) 
Vnwl in place of VO, Vi, V,, V,, respectively. (VO @ V, is isotropic 
because V,, is universal, while V, @ ... @ V,-, is isometric with 
Vi @ ... @ I’+, , which is universal.) Tnus the map k has an extension to 
a homomorphism g: G(V) + H, which is clearly an extension of j. 
If u E (T&-l C Gol...n-2,n , then by (ii) we can choose an element z of L 
such that A(t) = uT, h(t) = f (d). If u = P-I, then we check easily that 
h(u) = 4, and h(g) = k(o) = g(o), so that (x) holds for elements o of (T+rp-l. 
Since it holds also for elements of T,-i by the assumption (ii), and T+r and 
(T+i)‘-l generate T% , we see easily that (x) holds in general. This proves 
the proposition. 
The following may be regarded as a generalization of the results of [g]. 
THEOREM 4.B. Suppose that V = V, @ VI @ ... @ Vn ami T, are as 
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above, and that k is apositive integer such that k < n - 3 in Case S, k < n - 4 
in Case A. Let 7 be the element of T, given by 
T = I iz 7 ji: z’-- 1, n) ii FE ;, 
Suppose that V,, and VI @ ... @ V,+, aye universal, and that at least one of the 
conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) of Proposition 4.A holds. Then the subgroups GOl...,-1 , 
T, and the relation 
(Gol...& = G,,,..., 
form a presentation of G(V). 
Proof. We remark that the hypothesis implies that rt 3 4 in Case S, 
n > 5 in Case A. As mentioned above, the relation (Goi...&> = G,,r..+ does 
hold in G(V). Let H be a group, and 
f: G,,l...n--l uT,+H 
a map whose restrictions to G,,...,-, and T, are homomorphisms, such that 
f (G,,l...#‘=’ = f (Go,...,). 
We need to show that f can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism 
G(V) -+ H. 
First we prove that f(T) centralizes f (G,,...,). Let 
p = ! 
If rJ = TP, then ~‘7 = p-l, which centralizes G,,..., . Since f is a homo- 
morphism on T, and on GOl...+i , f(T)f(") centralizes f(G,,,...,). Since f (T) 
and f(p) both normalize f (G,,r..+), so does f(u). Hence f(7) centralizes 
f (Gw..,). 
NextweshowthatifoET,,andBUBa_C{O,l,...,n-l],then 
f (X”) = f (x)f(o), 
for all x E GB . We can assume that 0 E B and that [ B / 2 2. Then, by 
Proposition 2.C, GB is generated by the subgroups Goi , where i ranges over 
B - (O}, so that we may restrict ourselves to the case B = (0, ;>. First 
suppose i = 1. The set of all elements 0 of T, such that f(u) centralizes 
f (G,,) is a subgroup R of T, . We have just proved that R contains 7. Since 
f is a homomorphism on GOl...n--l, R also contains Q = T, A Gz...n-l, the 
group of all elements of T, fixing both 1 and n. Hence R contains the group 
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generated by 7 and Q, which is the group of all elements of T, fixing 1. 
This proves the assertion when x E GO, and o fixes 1. In the general case, 
we choose elements h, p of T,-, such that lh = i, (io)~ = 1. Then hop fixes 1) 
so that f(Xop) centralizes f(G,,), and hop centralizes GOI , If x E GOi , then 
x =yAs where y E GOI . We calculate that 
f(X)fb)f(uL) = f(Y)f&wd = f(y), 
f (y)f(u) = f (Y”““) = f(Y), 
so that J(xU> = f (x)f(o), as asserted. 
It is now immediate that if a E T, and B u BCJ L 10, 1,. ..) ILL - 11, then 
f (G,)“o) = f (GAJ. We apply Proposition 4.A with L = T= , X the identity 
map, and thef, h of Proposition 4.A being the restrictions of the present jC to 
G OI...n-Iand T, . It follows that f has an extension to a homomorphism 
g: G(V) -+ H. (The statement (x) of Proposition 4.A says that g agrees with 
f On Tn .> 
The uniqueness of g follows from the fact that the group generated by 
G ,,l...n--l and T, contains GO1...n--l and G01...,7--2,n ) which generate G(V), 
By Proposition 23. This proves the theorem. 
Remark. Proposition 4.A and Theorem 4.33 can hold with different con- 
ditions on V, ) VI ,.~., V, . For example, if K is finite, i K 1 > 3, and J = 1, 
we can prove the same results in the case that dim V, = 1 and VI ,~.., V,, are 
planes of square discriminant, by using the remark following the proof of 
roposition 2.B. 
We can now use our results in a characterization of the finite orthogonal 
simple group E’Q(Y) over a field K of odd characteristic. Here V is a non- 
degenerate quadratic space (Hermitian space with J = 3) over K, and RQ( V) 
is the projective group associated with the commutator subgroup -Q(V) of 
the orthogonal group of V. We say that an involution of E%(V) i 
if it comes from an involution of Q( V) w h ose negative subspace has 
Y. In [S], it was shown that ?L?( V) is characterized among finite sim 
by the structure of the centralizer of an involution of type 2, provided 
dim V > 16, or dim V > II and -1 is a square in M. The foilowing 
theorem improves the result. 
m0mM 4.c. Let V be a quadratic space over a jinite Jield K of odd 
c~~~~cter~stic~ and z an involution of type 2 in PQ(V). If M is a $nite simple 
group with an involution t such that C&t) s CpR(&zf, thelz H g PQ(V), 
provided dim Y 3 10, or dim V = 9 and / K / > 3. 
Proof. We shall apply our results in the case G(V) = Q(V). -tVe can 
decompose 
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where VI ,..., V, are planes of square discriminant, dim V,, < 2, and V,, 
has nonsquare discriminant when dim V,, = 2. We have Case S in our 
present terminology, and n 3 4, while n > 5 in case dim V, = 0. By the 
structure of Cps2~V~(x), there is an injective homomorphism 
f: GO1...n-l + H, 
whose image is a normal subgroup of CH(t). For i = I,..., n - 1, Gi has a 
unique central involution zi . Set 
4 = f(3), i=l ,...) n - 1, 
t, = t, 
and let D be the elementary 2-subgroup generated by t, , t, ,..., t, . Let L 
be the normalizer of D in H. It is shown in [9] that there is a surjective 
homomorphism X: L + S, , such that 
for all u EL, z = l,..., n. (It is stated in [9] that the arguments are carried 
out under the assumption that n > 5, but it is easily seen that they hold also 
when n = 4, in case dim V,, # 0.) If S,-, is identified with a subgroup of 
as before, we verify easily that, if (T E S,-, , then f(u) EL, and 
&,;jL (3. 
As in (93, if X is any finite group, we define X, to be the intersection of 
the terms of the lower 2-series of X if 1 K 1 > 3, and to be the group generated 
by the elements of odd order in X if / K 1 = 3. Then, if B C { l,..., n - l} 
and 1 B 1 > 2, we calculate that 
where tB is the product of all tj with j E B. Also, if dim V,, > 0, 
B C (0, l,..., n - l}, 0 E B, and 1 B / > 2, then 
C&i I i $ BHa = f(W. 
In either case, if u EL and Bh(u) C (0, l,..., n - I}, it follows easily that 
f(GP = f(Gmd. 
If dim V, = 2, we can apply Proposition 4.A immediately, taking for h the 
inclusion map of L in H. If dim V, = 1 and n = 4, then our hypothesis 
requires that [ K / > 3, and we can still apply Proposition 4.A, according to 
the remark following the proof of Theorem 4.B. If dim V, < 1 and n 3 5, 
we can apply Proposition 4.A with V,, @ V, , V, ,. . . in place of V,, , V, ,..., 5’,-, 
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in place of S, , CL(tl) in place of L. In all cases we obtain an extension off 
to a homomorphism Q(V) + H, and then the argument of [9] shows that 
N g F’Q( V). This proves the theorem. 
Actually a more general result was proved in [9] (with the stricter conditions 
on Y), with weaker hypotheses on the structure of CH(t). In particular, this 
allowed for extensions of PQ(V) by field automorphisms of odd order. 
Exactly as above, we now have this result with the same conditions on V as 
in Lemma 4.C. The precise form of the theorem -may be fou [91- 
Finally we remark that when V has odd dimension 2% + lsson was 
able to characterize PQ( V) by the structure of the centralizer of an involution 
of type 2n, provided n 3 8, or n > 5 and -1 is a square in R [3]. With the 
use of the new presentation given in this paper, this characterization can 
now be proved to be valid for all n 3 3 and all finite fields of odd charac- 
teristic, with the possible exception of the single case 72 = / K ! = 3. 
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